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1. Introduction 

The observed abundances of the light elements 2H, 3He • 4He , 
7Li are well explained by the primordial nucleosynthesis theory 
11,2/. When in the process of its expansion the Universe reached 
temperatures 1 - 0.1 MeV, nuclear reactions leading to light ele
ment production took place. The premordial abundances of these ele
ments are good indicators of the conditions in the early Universe 
at the time of nucleosynthesis (t E 10-2 - 102sec). 

The output of the light elements depends primarily on the _~ 

neutron-to-proton ratio at the freeze-out (l1Jp)F =e.xpKmp- rYI",)Tf J 
which in turn is determined by the relation between the universe 
cooling rate and the rate of the weak processes n .... V 4-4' p+ e 
and n +e.+ ....,. p + Y • The cross-section of these reactions 
depends on the not very well-known value of the nucleon acial-vector 
coupling constant. The latter is defined through measuring the neut
ron half life-time ~~z • The universe cooling rate T(t)/r(t) 
depends on the number of particle species in the primeval plasma k • 
Respectively (n/ P}F and the calculated abundances of the 
light elements are functions of these two parameters. 

After (n -p ). freeze-out the formation of nuclei in the pri
meval plasma proceeds through two-body baryonic fusion reactions 
wi th a rate depending upon nucleon density n N • Thus. the amount 
of the produced light elements can be expreased through the following 
three paramet ers: k , rc 1/2. and n / 'Y) ({ where ntis 
the photon density. In particular, 4He-abundance is espeCially sensi
tive to the neutron-to-proton freezing ratio because nearly all neut
rons ultimately bind into 4He • 

Theoretically calculated abundances of the light elements are 
in good agreement with observations. This allows one to put rather 
stringent restrictions on the physical conditions in the early Uni
verse. The well-known limits on the number of neutrino flavours kv 
were obtained in such a way 13,4,5/. The recent analysis of obser
vational data, made in ref. 2.5-7. leads to the conclusion that 

k" .c::: 4. This result is rather disturbing because in the fas
hionable elementary particle models there is a number of new light 
partioles which can contribute to k . Superstring theories, for 
example, predict a whole shadow world connected with oura only 
gravitationally. 
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Concerning this, we reexamined the standard model trying to 
find possible modifications which may result in weakening the upper 
limit on k~ . Putting aside serious alterations of the hot Uni
verse seenario, such as those connected with time variation of the 
fundamental constant. we dwelled on a simple case of new quasistable 
particles. 

The influence of new elementary particles Qn the primordial 
nucleosynthesis was investigated in refs. /7-14/. The corresponding 
changes in n / n y and in the effective nUlllber degrees of 
freedom k were considered. The Presence of additionsl stable 
particles through nucleosynthesis l.eads to an ir)crease in the total 
energy density qtot at a given temperature, thus increasing the 
Universe expansion rate. This results in an increase of 1rF and 
overproduction of +He • The eff,ct of eventual equilibri~ de
cays of ~ssive particles after nucleosynthesis was also systemati
cally stUdied /9-11/. Entropy prDduced by massive particle decays, 
changes the time-temperature relation and dilutes the rstio n/n)( "'p 
thus requiring a larger initial 7 leading to overproduction of 
~~ again. The influence of particles decaying before or during 

nucleosynthesis on the light element production has been stUdied only 
recently /12-14/. MainlY,the above discussed effects, i.e. the change 
in Yl/ '(l 'l(' and ~ a t the nuc leosynthesis era by the 
immediately thermalizing decay products,have been considered. 

We discuss the case of nonequilibrium decays of massive particles
X during or before (n - p) freezing. There have been studied 

the nonequilibrium interactions of the decay products with nucleons 
and their effect on 4He production. The total effect of the eventu
al existence of these particles includes both the increase of the 
expansion rate and res~ectivelY lip • and the direct inflUence on 
the kinetics of (11-f>J -transition by the interaction of the decay 
products with nucleons. The neutron-to-proton ratio csn be shifted 
into either direction depending upon the decaying particle mass YY)x 
its life time l['x. ' the ratio of X-particle number density 
to that of photons prior to the decay and the decay channels of X 
-particle. 

In what follows we shall consider in some ~il the case of the 
dominant decay mode X - VY with nonthermalized neutrinos partici
pating in the weak (n-p) -tranaitions. 

The dependence of (n/ p) -frozen ratio on the energy spectrum 
of nonequilibrium neutrinos can be understood as follows. Symbolicslly 
the kinetic equstion gove:rn1.ng the neutron number density can be wri tter. 
aa 
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am:: _nvnnr(vn-pe.)+npnvrCpv-.e-+-n)+ (1) 

at +Y1pYle r (pe-vnJ-n e-t-nn r(ne+-pv). 
Here tit. is the number density of particles i.. • r is the proba
bility of the corresponding reaction. The exact equstion,with the 
universe expansion taken into accoun~iS written below. 

Contribution of nonequilibrium neutrinos changes the first two 
terms in this equstion. Now note that equilibrium denaity of neutrons 
is smaller than that of protons. nl'l/np ::; e.xp (- AfT). Correspondingll 
for high energy neutrinos,when r{vn -pe)::::;. r{vp ......e+n). the 
second term is larger than the first one. This results in an increase 
of neutron density. On the contrary. for lo~ energy neutrinos
rcp)) ~ e+n) could be much smaller than revn ...., pe) 

due to energy threshold in reaction pV...., e.+n . Thus. extrs 
low energy neutrinos can lead to a smaller neutron density. So, one 
could expect that for s large mass of X-particles the frozen value 
of (Yl / p) -ratio should increase whereas for sufficiently small 

Yl1x it should decrease. 
The presence of the additional massive partioles slightly 

changes thetbermal history of the Universe. The qualitative effect 
of this is a raise of the (Yl- p) -freezing temperature 'TF • 
which leads to an increase of the ( n / p) -freezing ratio, and a 
corresponding inorease of 4He in comparison with that obtained 

in the standard model. 
The estimates of the two competitive effects. i.e. the increase 

in the freezing temperature 1if and the change in the kinetics of 
the (Yl-p)- trsnsition by the neutrinos from X -decays. shows a 
great predominance of the second one. As a result. the total effect of 
a possible presence of low energy neutrinos is an underproduction of 
neutrons, and in turn of ~ He. in the primordial nucleosynthesis. 
That means that the cosmological restriction on the number of light 

neutrino types oan be weakened. 
In the sta~ard scenario more than 4 neutrino types kV . 

where Ity::.~ tt*J;+ Itt(T~1Ir (sums are taken over relativistic 

bosonio-B and fermionic-p.helioity states without e+,e-.{1.1ead to 4ae 
produotion inconsistent with raoent analysis /2"5-7/. In the presence 
of deoqing X -particles the stringent bound I<'V<. 'I fails and a larger 
number of neutrino flavOurs 1s permitted. 

In the following section we briefly review the standard calcula
tions of Y'I/ P -ratio. In section J our model is more profoundly 
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treated, the calculations and the results are discussed. Some specu
lations concerning possible physical candidates for the role of the 
decaying particles are made in section 4. 

2. Neutron freezing in the standard model 

The simplest model of an isotropic and homogeneoue expanding 
Universe is used. In the early Universe the energy density is domina

o R-Ij Til n-!> T3ted by relativistic WItter (as J n.1 .- '" ,~l'\"'I'\f'C.1 '" K . 

the curvature and the va~uum energy term are negligibly small). 

_ ! _ 1T2. T'I 
~ - ~rel - "~*~if -':;0 ~ . 

(2 ) 
" Il -i T~=.B = -- I ;:: t bG Q': MPLSo llhat IH- R T d () 

where ~., is the effective number of relativistic degrees of 

freedom 9",:: 1; 9e.(TI.VT)" + 1~ ~F (TF/T )". 

Sums are taken over all relativistic bosonic (B) and fermionic (P) 

helicity states. Mpl is the Planck mass. ;a _~ 


In this case of radiation dominated Universe ~ ",.511T MpL t . 

So, the tempersture-time relation is: 


! =2.'120;1 (f MeV)Z. 
bee. () T (4) 

The tempersture falls with the expansion of the UniVerse. Up to I MeV 
the nuc leons p and n are in equili brium through the reac tions: 

p .... e-n .... ve, 
n + e-t -. p + ){ 

(5)
n ........., p + e + Ve . 


At the temperatures of interest, i.e. T -1Mev, the characteristic 
time scale is of an order of I sec and so the last reaction can be 
neglected. The corresponding corrections can easily be taken into 
account afterwards. 

The evolution of the number density of neutrons participating 
in reactions (5) in the expanding Universe can be traced by the 
Boltzmann kinetic equation: 

Onn '" Hpn on'l1 _(21T )iI[ rd Vi! d Vy 6'''(Ph +Pr - p,)x
at 0Pn ZE z,r J' 

II f'A(n",+Y""'Z)llnnnn -IA(l-Y-tnn)/lnn. (6)LI ". Y 2 
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Here, n is the particle occupation number in the phase space. 
Y, i! denote many-particle states, nn means a product of par
ticle densities forming the Y _stat'le. In. our case Y is a one
-particle state. Y=e+ or Y::::. Ye and no product is taken.n n 
means a product of partic Ie densities formiM the .2 -state l! 

+ - d d.3 I
( ~ =. p, e or 2 ... .p, V~ ), Vi! "",. P.2E CZrr)!I denotes 
a product over all particles in the .i!:.state. Al'l1-l:-Y-2) is 
the amplitude Of the transi tior~ from the (Yl + Y) -state into the 

.2 -state. 
The first term on the right-hand side describes the effects of 

the Universe expansion. 
In the calculations the following relations are throughout f 

used N"\')+ tfp .. const, Y'l1l(p1"e-X(H·e-"tS" Vle::: e-l' (1 + e-zr. 
where X = f.v/-r ,i!' =- f.e.Jr , A .... mn -mp , trh,p are particle number 
densities. The peutrino and the electron nu\nber densities are assumed 
an equilibrium ones, whereas n\lcleon number densities n"(l(R.) , Vlp(Ft} 
(respectively ~ (X) and rvp (X) in X -space) deviate from 
equilibrium because of the universe expansion and slowing down the 
rates of the reactions (Y+V1 -. p+e and e+ +Vl-P+V- ). 
The corresponding nonequilibrium neutron denSity can be found through 
numerical integration of the kinetic equation (6). The calculations 
are performed with the equilibrium number densities for neutrons and 
protons as an initial condition at high temperatures, lr> 2) MeV: 
y\, /Y'lp =exp(-A/T}. Particle number densities, i.e. the number 

of partic les in a unit volume can be expressed through n (p) as 
t[(x:) :: (2'YlT!lJd.~P n (p) . Performing integration in the r.h.s 

of eq.(6), one can obtain the following equation for the time evolu
tion of the nautron number density: 

aM;, =: _ 3H W"V) - G; (4+3eL2)(~_tvp e~ )T5 I , 
ot 1f3 (7) 

where I :;. jdX.x.te-X.(1+e-;,;.r1 (~+ e-:x.-~ri(~+::c.)~(d+:X)~_f'1.t ~4 .t-

O 

+JdX X e-:X: (~+ e-X tf (1+e-x-~t1(~+:x.nXl- fA4~21 , 

r~ 
0.:; 1.293 MeV

fo4 =me x. ~ %\1 , ~::: f 
. A 
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The first term in the right-hand aide of eo.(7) deacribes 
-1 ~ -( 2. f

the Universe expanaion (H:: r.fXP"" MpL ~ '" MpL T - VZ-e ' 
the next two terms describe the processes Y1 ~ V _ P ..... e and 

Yl'" e.,+ ...... P -+ V , respectively (r '" G: T 5).Olk 
The series expansion (1..- e.-X}-i. =LI/. (_i)1I: exp (-KX) makes 

possible to do integral 1 analytically. The resultant equations can 
be numerically integrated for the temperature range of interest. 

Our numerical calculations include the interval 5 MeV - O~ MeV. 
The results well coincide with those previously obtained /2, 2a, 2b/ 
and they are in accordance with the observed abundance of '1He. 

). Neutron density with noneguilibrium neutrinos 

The essential point in the standard approach is the assumption 
about the equilibrium .Qceupation number of leptons. In what follows 
we reject this assumption and consider a modification of tbe stan
dard approach due to nonequilibrium neutrinos in the primeval plasma. 
Physically, these neutrinos could arise from the decay of a new long
-lived particle X-,VV, 'Lx -i 5ec. El.ectrons and photons, if produced 
in the decay, quickly thermalize, but weakly interacting neutrinos 
can be long enough (or even for ever) out of equilibrium. 

To calculate the modified (Y) / p) -ratio we start from the 
equation definins the evolution of decaying X-particles in the 
expanding Universe: 

~nx=Hp~,_mxr~. 
~ ap ~ 

. (8) 

Here EX is the total energy of X-particle, rx:= rr;i. is the 
decay width. The first term describes the expansion, and the aecond 
one is due to the decays. 

We assume that X-particle interaction with the primeval 
plasma is suffioiently weak, so, they are out of a thermal contact 
wi th the plasma at temperatures T ~ T: and T;::> 1 MeV. 
We solved eq.(8) for two different possibilities for the mass-to

-freezing tempersture ratio: mX/T: > ~ and »'l:r/T: ~ f 
i.e. for different initial conditions for nx • The second case 
is deserving a special attentien as it allows the underproduotion 
of ltHe • 

The evolution of the decay producta of X-particles is 
described by the equation: 

6 

0.:> 

any::: \4p."OYlv+ m{x Jdt"Yl}((px). 

at op\> t.y tX , 


(9 )2 \')1111') 

where r 1- : YYll-+ 4Ev . 
C.WliYl 4 Ev 

Tbe two terms in the r.h.s. represent the diluting effect of the 
expansion and tbe effect of creation of Yl y from X -decays. 
We do not take into account the inverse decay VV""'" X because 
tbe nonequilibrium neutrino density is assumed to be small. 

The influence of thus produced V and V on the neutron 
density is determined by the evolution equation for neutrons: 

(N:) 

Q. AW"y\=- §; (~+3J:,?J)T5(~_WP)JdJ\().+~)lfi~ny,
at 2Ti? (10)o 

where ~ Ni~ represents the alteration in the number density of 
neutrona due to the reactions of the decay products with nucleons. 

We have solved these equations for masses YYi X >1 MeV. and 
particle life time q;~ 1 SBC. The constraint on the life-time is 
based on the requirement for nonthermalization of the decay products. 
We found it convenient for analytical calculations to study separa

tely the casea: m" IT; > i and YYix IT: .-:; i 
In the firat caae, 'YYl)( !T: ..,. i , X particles become 

nonrelativistic (TtIOIfItR '" VYl ) while still in thermal equilibrium.x 
Their ooncentration for the period. tlll>lItfoL ..c t '- tF is strongly 
suppressed by the Boltzmann factor e.Xp(- "fYl,x It). )( -particles 
deoouple from the primeval plasma at temperature 1; (freezing 
temperature) with the equilibrium concentration: W; - ex'P(-m~t ).~. 
Purther on, their density changes due to the expansion diluting effect 
and their decays. 

We follow the earlier described procedure (eqs. 8-10) to find 
the evolution of neutrons number density in the presence of the 
decaying X-particles. The initial condition for eq.(8), i.e. 
number densities at T: is n:= e.xp(-Ex/T':)' For the evolution 
of neutrons number density in this caae we obtain: 

X
()N""-n ='QlfI'l!rlQ"I\rklnt + aAN"-n :: -3Hrf'Vj 
(}t ot at, 

_ G~ (f+~l)(rfrt- Np e~)Tl- ~;,(H3,,(..t)(N"n - W'p) T 
5 
(f • (11 ) 


Z1T3 .21T3 
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where . ~J )().t J [(To )~]
(f= ('t;2.1-t;')exp(-'1fF-)-['t;i; K';.l e)(p -tF\f 

'l(F =- r)( t-F . 

The last te:j:'lll in eq.(11) dl;lscribes the ,ffect of the v.,..~-"'p-te and 

y 1- P ~ n + e+ nonequilibrium resctiollS with 'V and Y f~om 
X-decays. ~umerical c/lIc;ulations hav, been performed for 1F;.2, MeV, 

YVl}( >02 (A + lYle) ,re. [ { -:- 500 J see.-.l • In this case an inc

rease in the "He production can be achieved. There exists also a ran
ge IJf value~ of Mx ,r and T: ,f\'lr which the effect is neglix 
gible, e.g. the model reduc;es to the stl!lndard one concerning the 4He 
abundance. An, underproduction of "fie is not possible in this case. 

More attractive in this sel).ce is the second case: mx IT/' .c:: 1 
where the possibility of a " He underproduction exists. 

The initial condition to stsrt the cslculating procedure 

described by eqs. (8-10) is the number density of the X-particle nx 
at the moment of decay. The interaction rate of X-particles with 

the thermal background drops below the expansion rate at temperature 

,; while X are still relativistic: TF-X >. VYl X X • 

The particles freeze out at the equilibrium concentrations: Y)F ~ 
X,...e.Xp (-P/TF ) (YVl)( ITt is neglected). It is the initi

al condition for eq. (.8 ) in this case. The equations can be snalyti

cslly integrated for the csse r; t ~ f at. i-loSe(:. 
The resultant equation has the form: 

r9.lrn :: oN"n5U.Vlda d. + Q. 6N:'-: =-3HNn - G! (i+.5~2)(~-Nf>i~)T51+at at ot n Zr,3 

t G-.t(1-+-.3.,L~)N'"n QTm; .[1-y;q+j~(1-'t')+ZPZ(~-j'2)1_
8T1~ t;!JK.t..y j 

It," 

K..q 
'/~ -1. (12 )3':. Z ~l'I1t , ~=!e )B:: .1.32 ~14 ·f.iPL 

The results of the numerical integration of (12) for rx =~ S-.i 

and for rn.)( € (~-;-14 )MeV , are plotted in figs. 1 and 2. 
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Xn(tl 

0.35 

Xn(t)= nn(tl
nN

0.30 

0.25 
mv= 9MeV 

020 
mx= 7MeV 

0.15 

mx= 5MeV 0.10 

o 2 4 6 8 10 12 t,sec 

Pig.1. Solid lines give the evolution of the number density 
of neutrons relstive to nucleons Xn =- 'VI"" ;v ~ for the 

V'l N" Y'l...... 1- V) P 
models with decaying X-particles with a lifetime 7X w i sec 
and masses Yl'1X = ? MeV, 7 MeV and 9 MeV. The dashed line gives the 
evolution of the relative neutron number density for the standard 
model of primordial nucleosynthesis. 
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xF Fig.2. Neutron number deo- One natural candidate for X is a massive neutrino Vx with 
n 	 sity relative to nucleons 

at free~ing temperature asQ30l / 
a function of the particle 
mass yY/X at "l:",:: tSu... 

IIIlXQ25~ ....n '/ 

The relationship of the 

rv ab1llldance to 1'(1)( 

Q20l I 	 reveals the possibility 
for the "fie underproduc
tion at a sertain mass 

D.15L I 	 intervd l'l1) L... ":f MeV. ) 
(Yp (·He)~ ZX~ ..,z ~:. 

It is evident that 

D.1O~ I Tx " 1sec 	 the CUrves reflect the 
expected physical picture: 
below def1n1te energies 

Q05L 	 of the neutrinos Ey - O+'WIe. 
e.g. 'YVl., ,..., 2(A-\-'me), the 
p-producing reaction be-

D comes predominant and a 
14 decrease of n and the 

mx, MeV final "tHe can bE! achi
eved. 

The possibility for the¥Heunderproduction oan be used to weaken 
the stringent constraints on the number of light neutrino flavors 15-7/. 

The increase of the latter leads to an overproduction of 4He. 
A hybrid model with more ligh neutrinos and decaying )(-particles may 
lead to the standard abundance of 4He provided that the two 
effects compensate each other. 

4. Particle phYSics candidates for sources of noneguilibrium neutrinos 

We have shown that the comological bound on the number of neut

rino species would be weaker if there existed a light quasistable 

particle X decaying into neutrinos. These particles must be out of 

equilibrium, when they decay. to produce nonequilibrium neutrinos. 

The characteristic time scale is of an order of 1 see and the energy 

or mass scale is of an order of several MeV. An important question 

is whether such particles are predicted by the theory or at least 

do not contradict the existing experimental data. The answer to the 

firat part of this question is unfortunstely negative, No definite 

prediction exists for particles with such ranges of mass and life

time. 
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mass of an order of 10 MeV, which drops from equilibrium at ir~ nnX . 
Aa for life-time of such a neutrino, the simple rescaling of muon 
life-time, rz; :: 7:'fI (ml1 /')'l'1)/x )5 , results in Z-x 'V 15ec; 
see, which is tf the right order of magnitude, if there is no extra 
auppression of tbe decay, which seems to be most unlikely, however. 

We have considered a concrete case of aboson X decaying into 
V V • Wa implicitly assumed that X was a vector particle ao 

that it decayed into proper neutrino and antineutrino (i,e. left 
-banded )t and l"ight-banded 	 VR ). :Por examplEl, X could 
be the gauge boson connected with leptonic charge, the corresponding 
local symmetry being broken so that 	 )( becomes massive. The coup
ling constant of X is determined 	by the condition 

,., (.9 it J-J. 
I X ::,2 '1frfL. .rnx 1 Se.C 

.2 -zz. 	 5 M
which gives ~L./41T == 10 ' for m)< = ev . This 
value is safely far from the bound obtained, e.g. from electronic 
(~ - 2.) value. If _ X is indeed the l~tO~ic gauge boson it decays 
not only into V)J but also into e e . This decay channel 
was not taken into account in the preceding section; but if one notes 
that the electrons from the decay quickly thermalize, the effect of 
this extra channel amounts only 	to a change in the decay width. 

More interesting is the case of )( being a scalar boson. 
Now its ooupling to neutrinos should not be so unnaturally tiny ss 
for a vector particle. The point is that the decay of a scalar partie
Ie into a Y V pair is forbidden by the helicity concervation 
if neutrino is massless. The decay amplitude is 

A(X~VV):: ~sn@"'YO'" (~+t5)V 
5 

and the corresponding life-time 	is: 

q; :: ~-\[~. Yn5(»1y )4f 
-i 

=1!J;)-~10-fO.sec..(Wev);i!( mS ).
:s ZJr m~ J (Z7i my (OMev 

2 ) -10 
We get the life-time of the right order of magni tude if (9.s/21i -w . 
Thus, in fact an anomalously strong neutrino interaction mediated by 

Xs-boson change should exist. There are no experimental data which 
forbid such an interaction if XS couples only to neutrinos. 
It is noteworthy tbat half of the neutrinos produced in (X _ yi). 
decay bave the wrong polarization and do not interact with nucleons. 

II 



Because of this, the calculation presented above should be modified 
and the final effect is to be smaller. In addition, the right-handed 
neutrinos contribute to ~iot , effectively increasing kv 

To conclude particle physics does not predict a particle with the 
peculiar properties we need, but at least the existence of such a par
ticle is not forbidden and one can hope to find a rOllm which is nDt 
squized by ~ He. I ~ H, etc., for extra neutrinos or for a 
Whole shadow world if the proposed hypothesis is true. 

We thank L.P.Griischuk and V.F.SlTV'a.rtsman for stimulating 
discussions, and also one of us (n.K.) appreciates the support of 
M.V.Chizov. 
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,llOJIrOB A.,ll., KHpHJIOBa A.IT. E2-87-32 
HepaBHOBeCHbie pacna,IJ,bl JIerKHX qaCTHU; 
H nepBHqHbrn HYKJIeOCHHTe3 

H3yqaeTCfl B03MOXHOCTb MOAH~HKaIJ;HH CTaHAapTHoro cu;eHa
PHfl nepBHqHorO HYKJIeOCHHTe3.<l, KOTopafl n03BO,fIHJIa 6bl ocna
6HTb OrpaHHqeHHe Ha qHCJIO THnOB HeHTpHHo. PaCCMoTpeHa KOH 
KpeTHafl MOAeJlb C JIerKHMH mx - 1 M3B KBa3HCTaOHJIbHblMH qaCTH 
~aMH T x-I ceK, pacnaAaJOlI.{HMHCfl no KaHaJIY X -+llV. B cJIyqae, 
KorAa npOAYK'l'bl pacnaAa He ycneBalOT TepMarIH3pBaTbCfl, OHH 
MeHfllOT 3aKaJIeH»oe (nip) -oTHomeHHe H COOTBeTCTBeHHO KOJIH 
qeCTBO 06pa30BaBmHXCfl JIerKHX 3JIeMeHTOB. YBeJIHqeHHe HJIH 
YMeHbmeHHe 3'I'OrO OTHomeHHfl 3aBHCHT OT napaMeTpOB MOAeJIH, 
H, COOTBeTCTse»HO. OrpaHHqeHHe Ha qHCJIO COPTOB HeHTpHHO 
MoxeT 6blTb cy~ecTBeHHO OCJIa6JIeHO. 

Pa60Ta BbmOJIHeHa B na60paTopHH TeOpeTHqeCKOH ~H3HKH 


OHRH. 

ITpenpHHT 061.e,o:HHeHHOro HHCTHTYTa RJlepHblX Hccne,o:OBaHHH. )ly6aa 1987 

Dolgov A.D., Kirilova D.P. E2-87-32 
Nonequilibrium Decays of Light Particles 
and the Primordial Nucleosynthesis 

possible modifications of the standard big-bang nucleo 
synthesis scenario, which would loosen the bound on the 
number of neutrino flavours, are examined. A concrete mo
del with light (m = 0 (MeV)) quasistable particles decay
ing into v~ is considered. If the decay products do not 
thermalize they shift the frozen (n/p)-ratio and respecti 
vely the abundances of the light elements produced primor 
dially. The direction of this shift depends on the parame 
ters of the model. Correspondingly, for the particul.'lr 
choice of these parameters the restrictions on the number 
of neutrino flavours may be considerably weakened. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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